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Rock or stone is a natural substance, a 
solid aggregate of one or more minerals 
or mineraloids. For example, granite, a 
common rock, is a combination of the 
minerals quartz, feldspar and biotite. 
The Earth's outer solid layer, the 
lithosphere, is made of rock.

Stone



SEDIMENTARY

Rock that has formed through the deposition and 
solidification of sediment, especially sediment 

transported by water (rivers, lakes, and oceans), ice 
( glaciers ), and wind. Sedimentary rocks are often 
deposited in layers, and frequently contain fossils

METAMORPHIC

Rock that was once one form of rock but has changed 
to another under the influence of heat, pressure, or 
some other agent without passing through a liquid 

phase. 

IGNEOUS ROCKS

Rocks formed by the cooling and solidifying of molten 
materials. Igneous rocks can form beneath the Earth 

's surface, or at its surface, as lava. 

Stone Typologies



• A stone with uniform and attractive 
color is durable, if grains are 
compact. Marble and granite get very 
good appearance, when polished. 
Hence they are used for face works in 
buildings.

Appearance 
& Density

• Denser stones are stronger. 
Lightweight stones are weak. Hence 
stones with specific gravity less than 
2.4 are considered unsuitable for 
buildings.



• Hard substance
• Indeterminate size or shape
• Size range from grain to large boulder

Typology 
& Texture

• Fine grained stones with 
homogeneous distribution look 
attractive and hence they are used for 
carving. Such stones are usually 
strong and durable. r



Stratified or unstratified. Structured 
stones should be easily dressed and 
suitable for superstructure. Unstratified 
stones are hard and difficult to dress. 
They are preferred for the foundation 
works.

Structure



DRYSTACK / DRYSTAN EARLY STONE HAMMERS IRON STONE HAMMER

North-west Europe have been dated back to the 
Neolithic Age. Some Cornish hedges are believed by 
the Guild of Cornish Hedgers to date from 5000 BC

Several example of stone hammers in different shape and dimension have 
been found in some Achaeans settlements like for instance Drakotrypa, 

Paralimni-Teichos in the Achaean region and in Cyprus. Those were made 
of different kind of stone like sandstone and limestone.

The development of iron made possible stone carving tools, such as 
chisels, drills and saws made from steel, that were capable of being 

hardened and tempered to a state hard enough to cut stone without 
deforming, while not being so brittle as to shatter.

TOOLS
THROUGH TIME



WATER JET ABRASIVE JET LASER OPTICS & CNC

A water jet cutter, also known as a water jet or waterjet, is an industrial tool 
capable of cutting a wide variety of materials using a very high-pressure jet 

of water, or a mixture of water and an abrasive substance.

The term abrasive jet refers specifically to the use of a mixture of water and 
abrasive to cut hard materials such as metal or granite, while the terms 

pure waterjet and water-only cutting refer to waterjet cutting without the use 
of added abrasives, often used for softer materials such as wood or rubber.

The laser optics and CNC (computer numerical control) are used to direct 
the material or the laser beam generated. A typical commercial laser for 

cutting materials would involve a motion control system to follow a CNC or 
G-code of the pattern to be cut onto the material. 

MODERN TOOLS
TECHNOLOGY
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CHANGES IN MODERN 
CONCRETE

• Changing strength properties
• Blended concrete
• Use of pre-moistened aggregate material
• Environmentally sound manufacturing processes



• Strong and durable
• Ideal for prototyping and mechanical parts

• Strong and durable
• Flexible
• Ideal for live hinges and functional parts

• Most affordable 3D printing material
• Strong and rigid but slightly brittle
• Slight Glossy Look
• Ideal for any types of prototyping

3D PRINTING
OPTIONS



• Fine details
• Sharp edges and smooth finish
• Great for small and complex projects

• Non-slip and soft surface
• Ideal for overmolding solid objects.

• Mechanical and corrosion resistant
• Great for complex geometries

3D PRINTING
OPTIONS (CONTINUED)



"Tough Resin fills a critical gap in the 
SLA printer market. Formlabs’ original 
clear resin allowed for feats like printing 
a 50-foot-long chain inside a five-inch 
cube or creating intricate, fragile 
designs. A subsequent formulation 
made it possible to print robust, rubbery 
parts like tires but offered little rigidity. 
Making a printable plastic that’s durable 
while retaining high levels of accuracy 
has proven difficult across the industry."

Wired

Nylon Resin

CHOSEN MATERIAL



Inspired ojects and archietcture

PARAMETRIC INSPIRATION
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SYSTEMS & RELATIONSHIPS APPEARANCE SURFACE AREA MAXIMIZATION

curvature and interlocking maximize light. texture create thick sturdy piece that uses less material to 
cover the same amount of surface area. Desnsity

OBJECT CONSIDERATION
THROUGH TIME



THERMAL MEDIATION PERFORMANCE STRUCTURE

Allow for heat to pass through so that the surface 
doesn't over heat. introducing an aerated surface.

Considering original use as stacking blocks. Natural Stability through design

OBJECT CONSIDERATION
CONTINUED



Purpose was to create an aerated 
object, which lights light and heat 
transfer between the object core and 
exterior.

Object 
Families

CREATING MÖBIUS 
GEOMETRY 



Building Blocks



MÖBIUS GEOMETRY 



TOP PICKS



TOP PICKS



TOP PICKS



WB SUPER

WbStellate (adds a pyramid on each face), Wb 
BevelEdges, WbWindow, WbJoin, WbFrame, 
Wbthicken, WbCatmullClark.

FACE CULL OUT

Returns a mesh that culls out the faces with the 
indices listed by the sliders. WbFaceReRoute.

CATMULLCLARK

Level 2.821
Smoke Naked Edges 1



MOBIUS BASE

Reduced radius and sides, one revolution. 

RECTANGLE SWEEP

1 Horizontal and 2 vertical wraps around the object.

WBSTELLATE

Adds a pyramid on to each face



WBEVELEDGES

Replaces each original edge with a new face, 
connecting the two vertices. 

WBWINDOW

Replaces each original face with a new one 
constructed on the inside

WBSTELLATE & WBEVELEDGES

WBeveledges followed up with WB Stellate



ReRoute
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